EKLAVYA
INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND INNOVATIVE ACTION
requires

Eklavaya is an NGO based in Madhya Pradesh. For the last 14 years, we have been working in rural and urban schools developing innovative curricula and books, training teachers, organising research and studies etc. through field based interaction with the state education system, teachers and children.

We publish magazines for children (Chakmak), for teachers (Santarh) and a weekly science and technology feature service for newspapers (Srote) in Hindi. We also bring out publications on teaching & learning, health and development issues.

We are seeking to expand our team, and thus invite fresh post-graduates, research students or senior associates to join us.

We are looking for persons with:

1. atleast a postgraduate background in Sciences/Social-Sciences/Linguistics/Mathematics/Education and interest in innovative teaching-learning, field based action research & study, writing etc. or
2. background and interest in editing/designing-illustrating/promoting circulation of publications.

We are looking for long-term associates but those interested in short term assignments may also get in touch.

Salaries/emoluments can be mutually decided upon in the context of abilities, experience etc. Interested may write with full details to Centre-in-Charge, Eklavaya, E-1/25, Arera Colony, Bhopal-462 016

Any published/unpublished work of yours may also be sent. Your responses should reach us within 15 days.

For further enquiry: Bhopal: 563380 (10 AM - 5 PM), Delhi: 22800870 (9PM - 10PM), Udaipur: 560615 (8PM - 9PM), Bombay: 5783323 (8PM - 9PM)

---

MEETINGS/SYMPOSIA/SEMINARS

STORMCUP '97 (Short Training on Research in Marine Cyanobacterial utilization Programme – 1997)

Date: 10–21 February 1997
Place: Tiruchirappalli

The training provides hands on experience on various techniques using different instruments such as LS Counter, GC, HPLC, Electrophoresis, Photometric and ELISA. Lectures and field trip to Gulf of Mannar area for field experiments and collection are also arranged.

Contact: Dr G. Subramanian, Director National Facility for Marine Cyanobacteria Bharathidasan University Tiruchirapalli 620 024 Phone: 0431-660352 Fax: 0431-660384 E-mail: nfmc@bdu.rect.ernet.in.

A Short Term Course on Soft Condensed Matter

Date: 10–15 March 1997
Place: Vadodara

The course will consist of series of lectures with a few tutorials, practicals and will cover the following topics: Surfactants and microemulsions, Polymers, Colloids and biocolloids, Ferrofluids, Surfaces and interfaces. Experimental methods include: Microscopic techniques (rheology, conductivity, etc.), Scattering techniques (SANS, SAXS, Light scattering), Electron microscopy. Relaxation techniques (NMR, ESR, etc.), Computer simulation. Interested Ph.D students and young researchers may apply.

Contact: Dr P. S. Goyal Solid State Physics Division Bhabha Atomic Research Centre Trombay, Mumbai 400 085 Phone: 022–5563060 Ext. 4236 Fax: 022–5560750 E-mail: psgoyal@magnum.barc.ernet.in.

National Symposium-cum-Workshop on Leptospirosis

Date: 11–13 September 1997
Place: Port Blair

Contact: Professor S. C. Sehgal Chairman or Dr V. G. Rao, Organizing Secretary Regional Medical Research Centre Port Blair 744 101 Phone: 91–3192–21156, 21104 Fax: 3192–30175 E-mail: icmrtec@ren.nic.in.